8LVII SJ XLI QSWX MQTSVXERX example, if we put a piece of clear tape on a window,
XLMRKW [I EWO SJ XLI PMKLX MX [SYPH FI HMJ½GYPX XS WII XLI XETI FIGEYWI MX
absorbs very little light. If we instead put a piece of
QMGVSWGSTIMRGIPPFMSPSK]EVI
black electrical tape on the window, it absorbs more






ETTVSTVMEXIQEKRM½GEXMSR
LMKLGSRXVEWX
LMKL WTEXMEPSVXIQTSVEP 
VIWSPYXMSR

of the light being transmitted through the window
and thus is much easier to see. In other words,



XLI WMKREP XS FEGOKVSYRH VEXMS MW RS[ WMKRM½GERXP]
higher. If we take a photo of the window with our
digital camera, the noise can be considered to be any

T

To bin or
not to bin:

Balancing the trade-off between
signal intensity, spatial and time
resolution in biological imaging
7EQ7[MJXERH0EYVE8VMROPI1YPGEL]

LMW WLSVX TETIV JSGYWIW
SR MWWYIW VIPEXMRK XS
digital resolution ERH
EXXIQTXWXSHIQSRWXVEXILS[
EPPXLVIISJXLIWIEXXVMFYXIWSJ
XLI PMKLX QMGVSWGSTI MR¾YIRGI
XLI HIGMWMSRW [I QEOI [LIR
YWMRK HMKMXEP XIGLRSPSK] XS
VIGSVH FMSPSKMGEP IZIRXW  %W
WYGL RS WMRKPI SRI GER FI
GSRWMHIVIHMRMWSPEXMSR

random signal imposed on the image by the camera.
In the case of digital recording devices, the most
WMKRM½GERXRSMWIMWYWYEPP]EGSRWIUYIRGISJXLIVQEP
noise across the detector. This is the reason that
the higher resolution cameras used for microscopy
applications are cooled.
6IWSPYXMSR is our ability to distinguish two points
in an image as being separate from each other (see
Figure 1). A good example of this is to have two
people stand next to each other with their arms
outstretched.

If we stand progressively further

E[E] JVSQ XLIQ EX WSQI HMWXERGI MX MW HMJ½GYPX XS
1EKRM½GEXMSR is the simplest term to understand:

tell if their hands are touching or not, i.e. at this

it is our ability to make small objects appear larger.

distance we are unable to determine whether they

We generally do this so that we can observe more

are one object (touching) or 2 distinct objects (not

details. A simple example is presenting a slideshow

touching). This article discusses resolution, but it is

to a large audience. We can set our laptop on a desk

MQTSVXERXXSGSRWMHIVXLEXVIWSPYXMSRQEKRM½GEXMSR

at the front of the room and play the slideshow on

and contrast do not happen in isolation. A low

the laptop screen, but it would be understandably

contrast image taken with high resolution optics is

HMJ½GYPXJSVXLIIRXMVIEYHMIRGIXSGPIEVP]WII[LEX just as useless as a low contrast image taken with
is going on. What we normally do instead is output low resolution optics.
our laptop signal to a projector so that the slideshow
GERFIQEKRM½IHSRXSXLI[EPPERHIZIV]SRIMRXLI Figure 2 illustrates how these parameters interact.
room can clearly see it. It is important to remember, Digital resolution is determined by the total number
however, that our viewing pleasure will depend on

SJ YRMXW XLEX HI½RI E TEVXMGYPEV MQEKI MPPYWXVEXIH

the resolution of the images/movies in the slideshow

here in panels A-B. The same arrow, drawn in

and the levels of contrast that the projector is able

Photoshop and described by either 300 dpi (dots

XSKIRIVEXIQEKRM½GEXMSREPSRIMWR´XEP[E]WXIVVMFP] per inch, a standard measure of digital resolution)
or 72 dpi, looks identical at a small size because
useful.
we cannot distinguish individual pixels. When it is

4
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'SRXVEWX refers to how well we can distinguish

IRPEVKIH E VIWSPYXMSR SJ  HTM MW WXMPP WYJ½GMIRX

the object that we are interested in from the

to describe the arrow in detail and it remains

background or the noise that is also present. For

sharp and well-resolved. As the 72 dpi arrow is

5

and expanded region as in Panel B, however the

about half the wavelength of light used) rather

contrast has been dramatically reduced. We know

than the optical components. Abbe’s equation is

XLEXXLIQEKRM½GEXMSRERHVIWSPYXMSREVIMHIRXMGEP

used to determine the theoretical resolution of an

FYXMXMWRS[HMJ½GYPXXSQEOIYWISJXLIQFIGEYWI

STXMGEPMRWXVYQIRXERHWXEXIWXLEXJSV¾YSVIWGIRGI

SJXLIPEGOSJWYJ½GMIRXGSRXVEWX

microscopy:

Until the recent introduction of super resolution

Resolution = h 0.61/ NA

microscopy techniques such as PALM (PhotoActivated Light Microscopy), STED (Stimulated

h = wavelength of light

Emission Depletion Microscopy) and structured

NA = numerical aperture of the lens

illumination, the design of light microscopes had
improved to the point where resolution in high

Numerical Aperture is in turn dependent on the

quality instruments was generally limited by the

angle of acceptance of the lens (Figure 3A) and

wavelength of light (with resolution limited to

on the optical index of the media (Figure 3B).

*MKYVI7TEXMEPVIWSPYXMSR8LIXIVQWTEXMEPVIWSPYXMSRHI½RIWLS[GPSWIX[SSFNIGXWGERFIXSIEGLSXLIVERHWXMPPFIHMWXMRKYMWLEFPIF]E
particular imaging system based on the signal they generate. In Panel A the two signals are “resolved” as spatially distinct, whereas in Panel B,
EPXLSYKLXLISFNIGXWHSRSXSZIVPETXLIWMKREPWKIRIVEXIHF]XLISFNIGXWHSSZIVPETERH[IEVIXLYWYREFPIXSVIWSPZIXLIWISFNIGXW[MXLSYV
MQEKMRKW]WXIQ%PS[WMKREPRSMWIVEXMSGSQTSYRHWXLIHMJ½GYPX]SJVIWSPZMRKX[SHMWXMRGXWMKREPW 4ERIP' 4ERIP(HIQSRWXVEXIWLS[HIGVIEWMRK
VIWSPYXMSRSJXLIW]WXIQMRGSQFMREXMSR[MXLEPS[WMKREPRSMWIVEXMSLEWEQSVIWMKRM½GERXMQTEGXSRXLIEFMPMX]XSVIWSPZIWQEPPWXVYGXYVIW ÜQ
FIEHWFSXXSQ GSQTEVIHXSPEVKIVWXVYGXYVIW ÜQ¾YSVIWGIRXFIEHWXST 
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enlarged, however, the fewer individual pixels that

large pixels in the camera provide poor spatial

describe it now become evident (image becomes

resolution. Panel D shows a photo taken of the

"pixellated"). We extend this same concept to a

WEQI WGIRI YWMRK E HMKMXEP WMRKPIPIRW VI¾I\ 706 

more complicated digital image in Panel C, which

camera with a 10 Mpx chip. Now, when the same

shows a photograph taken with a 1 megapixel

VIKMSRSJXLIMQEKIMWHMKMXEPP]IRPEVKIH½RIHIXEMPW

(Mpx) mobile phone camera. When a region of

EVI QSVI VIEHMP] HMWGIVRIH FIGEYWI E WMKRM½GERXP]

the image is digitally enlarged using Photoshop, it

larger number of pixels describe the same image.

PSSOWFMKKIV WSMXMWQEKRM½IH FYXHIXEMPWGERRSX

-R SXLIV [SVHW [I RS[ LEZI QEKRM½GEXMSR ERH

be clearly distinguished because the comparatively

resolution. Panel E shows the same original image

ISSUE 26 JUNE 2012

*MKYVI1EKRM½GEXMSRVIWSPYXMSRERHGSRXVEWXEVISZIVPETTMRKTVSTIVXMIW(MKMXEPVIWSPYXMSRRSVQEPP]I\TVIWWIHEW±HSXWTIVMRGL² HTM HIXIVQMRIW
LS[QER]MRHITIRHIRXTSMRXWHIWGVMFIERMQEKI*SVI\EQTPIXLIWQEPPEVVS[WWLS[RMR4ERIPW%ERH&PSSOMHIRXMGEPFYXEVIHIWGVMFIHF]
HTMERHHTMVIWTIGXMZIP]8LMWHMJJIVIRGIMRVIWSPYXMSRFIGSQIWETTEVIRX[LIRXLIEVVS[WEVIWXVIXGLIHXSEPEVKIVWM^IEWXLIHTMEVVS[
VIQEMRWGVMWTERH[IPPVIWSPZIH[LIVIEWXLIHTMEVVS[FIGSQIWJY^^]ERH±TM\IPEXIH²;IGERI\XIRHXLMWGSRGITXXSEHMKMXEPGEQIVEGETXYVMRK
ETEVXMGYPEV½IPHSJZMI[EWERMQEKI4ERIP'WLS[WETLSXSKVETLXEOIRYWMRKEQIKETM\IP 1T\ QSFMPITLSRIGEQIVE%VIKMSRSJXLIMQEKI
LEWLIHVIGXERKPI [EWHMKMXEPP]IRPEVKIHMR4LSXSWLST%PXLSYKLQEKRM½IHXLIVIWSPYXMSRSJXLMWIRPEVKIHVIKMSRMWTSSVFIGEYWIXLITM\IPWM^ISJ
XLIGEQIVEMWVIPEXMZIP]PEVKI4ERIP(WLS[WETLSXSKVETLSJXLIWEQIWGIRIXEOIRYWMRKEHMKMXEP706[MXLE1T\GLMT2S[[LIRXLIWEQI
VIKMSRMWHMKMXEPP]IRPEVKIH½RIHIXEMPWEVIVIXEMRIHFIGEYWIXLMWVIKMSRMWHIWGVMFIHF]JSPHQSVITM\IPW8LMWHIQSRWXVEXIWXLEX[IRS[LEZI
FSXLQEKRM½GEXMSRERHVIWSPYXMSR4ERIP)WLS[WXLIIJJIGXSJHIGVIEWMRKXLIGSRXVEWXSJXLIMQEKIWLS[RMR4ERIP(QEKRM½GEXMSRERHVIWSPYXMSR
are the same, but they are useless without contrast.

7

Having thought about the optical resolution of
our light microscope, we can now consider digital
resolution. Often, microscope users are primarily
concerned with the NA of the lens (i.e the
resolution of the optics), but we also need to think
about the pixel size of the digital capture device
(typically a CCD [charge-coupled device] camera)
that will be used to record images. This is exactly
the same principle as discussed in Figure 2, where
we compared a 1 Mpx phone camera image to a
12 Mpx SLR image. Although a lens may have high
numerical aperture and the potential to resolve
structures to as little as 250 nm, if the pixels on your
CCD camera are large (for argument’s sake, 1 cm
each), it doesn’t matter that the lens can provide a
resolution of 250 nm because the camera will only
provide 2-3 cm resolution. It is also important to
recognise that the pixel size on the camera needs
to be several times smaller than the maximum
resolution of the microscope. The reasons for this
are explored in Figure 4.

'LMTYWIERH½PIWM^I
As a consequence of this, most digital capture devices
contain a large chip composed of numerous small
pixels in order to take advantage of the maximum
*MKYVI2YQIVMGEPETIVXYVI 2% MWEQIEWYVISJERSFNIGXMZI´WEFMPMX]XSKEXLIVPMKLXERHVIWSPZIHIXEMPEXE½\IHHMWXERGI%WHI½RIHF]%FFI´W
Equation, resolution is a function of both the wavelength of light and the NA of the lens. The NA is in turn a function of the angle of acceptance of
XLIPIRW MIERKPISJXLIMQEKIJSVQMRKGSRI %WWLS[RMR4ERIP%XLMWZEPYIMWHIXIVQMRIHF]XLIWM^ISJXLIPIRWERHF]MXWJSGEPPIRKXL1ETTMRK
EVE]TEXLJVSQEGSZIVIHWTIGMQIRMRQSYRXMRKQIHMEXSERSMPMQQIVWMSRSFNIGXMZIMPPYWXVEXIWXLIHITIRHIRGISJ2%SRFSXLXLIERKPIXLIMQEKI
JSVQMRKVE]QEOIW[MXLXLISTXMGEPE\MW e ERHXLIVIJVEGXMZIMRHI\SJXLIQIHMYQ & %We can clearly never be larger than 90°, and the sine of
MWRSSFNIGXMZIGERLEZIER2%RYQIVMGEPP]PEVKIVXLERXLI6-SJXLIQIHMYQ%RHMRTVEGXMGIEWXLIPEVKIWXERKPISJEGGITXERGISJEKPEWW
PIRWMRER]QIHMYQMWb VEXLIVXLERXLITVIHMGXIH XLI2%SJERSFNIGXMZIMWEP[E]WPIWWXLERXLIXLISVIXMGEPQE\MQYQ

These two factors, combined with the wavelength

QMGVSWGSTI LEW RSXLMRK XS HS [MXL QEKRM½GEXMSR

of light, determine the theoretical resolution of a

and everything to do with the wavelength of light

microscope.

and the numerical aperture of the lens.

To give an example, if we have a good quality lens

In practice, a good way to measure resolution with

[MXLER2%SJERH[IMQEKIFPYI¾YSVIWGIRGI XLIPMKLXQMGVSWGSTIMWXSYWI¾YSVIWGIRXWTLIVIW

8

with a wavelength of 500 nm, the best lateral

or “beads” of a known size and to measure at what

resolution we can expect from the optics of the

point you can distinguish individual beads. Figure 1

microscope is about 250 nm. If we image red light at

illustrates this point and, furthermore, demonstrates

600 nm, our lateral resolution is ~300 nm. The take

the deleterious effect that poor contrast (i.e.

home message is that the resolving power of the

signal:noise) can have on resolution.

ISSUE 26 JUNE 2012

STXMGEPVIWSPYXMSRERHTVSZMHIEYWIJYP½IPHSJZMI[
4VSZMHIHXLEXXLITM\IPWM^ISJXLIGLMTMWWYJ½GMIRXP]
small relative to the lens that you’re using, however,
it is not always necessary to use the full area of the
chip (see Figure 5). For example, collecting a 1024 x
1024 image on a 1024 x 1024 chip (a common size)
utilises the full area of the chip (i.e. every available
pixel; Figure 5A). If you’re only interested in a single

*MKYVI6IPEXMSRWLMTFIX[IIRTM\IPWM^IERHWTEXMEPVIWSPYXMSR%
8LI\KVMHWLS[RLIVIVITVIWIRXWE''(GLMT[MXLETM\IPWM^ISJ
ÜQERHMRXLMWGEWI[IEVIMQEKMRK¾YSVIWGIRXFIEHW I\GMXIH
[MXLRQPMKLXERHIQMXXMRKPMKLXEXRQ [MXLEHMEQIXIVSJ
ÜQ%PXLSYKLMXWIIQWWIRWMFPIXSLEZIETM\IPWM^IWMQMPEVXSXLEX
SJXLISFNIGXWXSFIQIEWYVIH[IGERWIILIVIXLEXXLMWMWRSXXLI
GEWI4ERIP&WLS[WXLVIITSWWMFPI¾YSVIWGIRGIMRXIRWMX]TEXXIVRWXLEX
might be observed using this combination, depending on how the signal
JVSQXLIFIEHW MITLSXSRWIQMXXIHJVSQXLI¾YSVSTLSVI MWTVSNIGXIH
SRXSXLITM\IPWSJXLI''(GLMT MRXIRWMX]MRGVIEWIWJVSQPMKLXKVIIR
XSHEVOKVIIR -RXLMWGEWIXLIFIEHWEVIWYJ½GMIRXP]JEVETEVXXSFI
VIWSPZIH-J[IPSSOEXXLIFIEHPE]SYXMR4ERIP'LS[IZIVXLIFIEH
in the top right corner can be resolved from the others, but the three
beads in the center are too close to be resolved as three independent
SFNIGXWYWMRKXLMWTM\IPWM^I WIIPMRITVS½PIMRTERIP( 3YVVIWSPZMRK
GETEFMPMX]MRGVIEWIWMJ[IHIGVIEWIXLITM\IPWM^IXSÜQMRE
\KVMH )* %RHIZIRFIXXIVVIWSPYXMSRMWSFXEMRIHMJ[IJYVXLIV
HIGVIEWIXLITM\IPWM^IXSÜQMRE\KVMH +, 

GIPPMRXLIQMHHPISJXLI½IPHSJZMI[LS[IZIV]SY
HSR´XRIIHXSGETXYVIXLIIRXMVI½IPHSJZMI[%½PI
collected at 512 x 512 has the same resolution but

VIKMSRSJXLIWMRKPIGIPPEXXLIGIRXVISJXLI½IPHSJ

only uses a quarter of the chip and thus only collects

ZMI[E^WXEGO½PIGSPPIGXIHEX\EKEMRLEW
TM\IPW JVSQ XLI GIRXVI SJ XLI ½IPH SJ ZMI[ *MKYVI the same resolution, yet only uses 1/16 of the area
& 8LIVIWYPXMRK½PIWM^IJSVE^WXEGOSJMQEKIW of the chip, collecting pixels from a smaller region of
SJXLMW½IPHSJZMI[MWWMKRM½GERXP]WQEPPIV IK1F XLI½IPHSJZMI[ERHKIRIVEXMRKEQYGLWQEPPIV½PI
vs. 76 Mb). And if you’re only interested in a small size (4.8 Mb; Figure 5C).

9

8LIQENSVFIRI½XSJWQEPPIV½PIWM^IWMWXLIEFMPMX]
to store and back up larger numbers of datasets
cost effectively, and to reduce the computational
time required to process them. A typical live cell
imaging experiment might easily involve capturing
20 z-sections every 10 minutes for 24 hours. At a
½PIWM^ISJ\XLMW[MPPKIRIVEXI+F
SJHEXE-RGSQTEVMWSREXE½PIWM^ISJ\
only 691.2 Mb of data are generated. Furthermore,
if you were using a programmable stage and visiting
 HMJJIVIRX ½IPHW SJ ZMI[ MR XLMW XMQI GSYVWI XLI
difference is a total of 218.88 Gb of data vs. 13.824
Gb of data. The end result is that we still image the
object of interest and at the same resolution, but
with a much more manageable data size.
*MKYVI3TXMQMWMRKYWISJGLMTWM^I-XMWRSXEP[E]WRIGIWWEV]XS
utilise the entire area of the camera chip when collecting images. In
XLMWGEWIXLIVIKMSRSJMRXIVIWXMWXLIGIRXVISJXLI½IPHSJZMI[;LMPI
this region is included in the image collected in Panel A, there is a
PEVKIEQSYRXSJI\XVERISYWHEXEERHXLI½PIWM^IMWUYMXIPEVKI 
1F 8LIMQEKIWLS[RMR4ERIP&YWIWõSJXLIGLMTWM^IXSGSPPIGX
the same region of interest with the same spatial resolution and signal
MRXIRWMX]8LIVIWYPXMRK½PIMWWMKRM½GERXP]WQEPPIV 1F &IGEYWIXLI
region of interest is so small, it is possible to use even less of the chip
 EWWLS[RMR4ERIP'EKEMRVIXEMRMRKXLIWEQIVIWSPYXMSRERH
WMKREPMRXIRWMX][MXLEVIWYPXMRK½PIWM^ISJ1F

)\TSWYVIXMQIERHFMRRMRK
An important factor in imaging is the ability to
measure genuine signal above the background
signal and noise inherent in the sample and imaging
system, respectively. Good contrast is a requisite
in exploiting the full resolution of the microscopy
system (Figure 6A).

Background is non-random

WMKREPMRLIVIRXXSXLIWEQTPI IKEYXS¾YSVIWGIRGI

*MKYVI7MKREPRSMWIVEXMS%RMQTSVXERXJEGXSVMRMQEKMRKMWXLIEFMPMX]XSWYJ½GMIRXP]VIWSPZIEWMKREPEFSZIXLIFEGOKVSYRHWMKREPERHXLIRSMWI
MRLIVIRXMRXLIWEQTPIERHXLIMQEKMRKW]WXIQVIWTIGXMZIP] % 4ERIP&MPPYWXVEXIWLS[XLIIJJIGXSJXLIVERHSQIPIGXVMGEPXLIVQEPRSMWISRXLI
GLMTSRWMKREPRSMWIVEXMSGERFIQMRMQM^IHF]WYQQMRKRIMKLFSYVMRKTM\IPW FMRRMRK -RGVIEWMRKI\TSWYVIXMQIMWSRI[E]XSMRGVIEWIWMKREP
MRXIRWMX]ERHMQTVSZIXLIWMKREPRSMWIVEXMS ' FYXXLIMRGVIEWIHPMKLXI\TSWYVIMWHIPIXIVMSYWXSXLIGIPP&MRRMRK[MPPMRGVIEWIWMKREPMRXIRWMX] ( 
[MXLSYXMRGVIEWMRKI\TSWYVIXMQILS[IZIVXLIVIMWEGSRWIUYIRXMEPWEGVM½GIMRWTEXMEPVIWSPYXMSREWIJJIGXMZITM\IPWM^IMRGVIEWIWERHXLIWEQI
WXVYGXYVIWEVIHI½RIHF]JI[IVTM\IPW WIIMRWIX 
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*MKYVI&MRRMRK7MKREPMRXIRWMX]GERFIMRGVIEWIH[MXLSYXEHNYWXMRKXLII\TSWYVIXMQI8LMWMWHSRIF]GSQFMRMRKEREVIESJTM\IPWSRXLI''(
GLMTMRSVHIVXSGVIEXISRIPEVKIV±WYTIVTM\IP²[LMGLRS[GSPPIGXWPMKLXJVSQEPEVKIVEVIESJXLIWEQTPIERH[MPPXLYWVIKMWXIVELMKLIVWMKREP
MRXIRWMX]4ERIP%HIQSRWXVEXIWXLILMKLIWXVIWSPYXMSRERHPEVKIWX½IPHSJZMI[XLEXGERFIGSPPIGXIHYWMRKXLMWTEVXMGYPEV''(GLMT9RHIVRSVQEP
GMVGYQWXERGIW MIRSFMRRMRK [LIR[IYWIXLIIRXMVIEVIESJXLIGLMTEZEMPEFPIXSYW[IGERGSPPIGXPMKLXJVSQEXSXEP\TM\IPWIEGL
SJ[LMGLLEWEREVIESJÜQ\ÜQ8LIWMKREPMWJEMVP][IEOFIGEYWIIEGLTM\IPLEWEWQEPPEVIEERHMWXLIVIJSVISRP]GSPPIGXMRK
PMKLXJVSQEXMR]TEVXSJXLIWEQTPI-R4ERIP&[IGERWII[LEXLETTIRWMJ[IYWIE\EVIESJXLIGLMT[MXLSYXFMRRMRK[IVIXEMRXLI
WEQITM\IPWM^IERHWMKREPMRXIRWMX]FYX[IEVISRP]MQEKMRKEWQEPPIVVIKMSRMRXLIGIRXVISJXLI½IPHSJZMI[ YWMRKõSJXLIEVIESJXLI''(
GLMT -J[IRS[FMRXLIGLMTF]GSQFMRMRK\EVIEWSJTM\IPWXSGVIEXIWYTIVTM\IPWIEGLVIWYPXMRKWYTIVTM\IPMWRS[XMQIWXLIEVIE 
ÜQ\ÜQ SJEWMRKPIRSRFMRRIHTM\IP;IGER½X\SJXLIWIWYTIVTM\IPWSRXLIGLMTERH[IGEREKEMRWIIXLIIRXMVI½IPHSJ
ZMI[EPFIMXEXEPS[IVWTEXMEPVIWSPYXMSRFIGEYWI[IEVIHIWGVMFMRKXLIWEQI½IPHSJZMI[[MXLJI[IVTM\IPW-QTSVXERXP][ILEZIRS[MRGVIEWIH
XLIWMKREPMRXIRWMX]FIGEYWIIEGLWYTIVTM\IPMWGSPPIGXMRKPMKLXJVSQEPEVKIVEVIESJXLIWEQTPI7MQMPEVP]MR4ERIP'[IGERWIIXLIIJJIGXSJYWMRK
\TM\IPW[MXLZEVMSYWPIZIPWSJFMRRMRK;MXLRSFMRRMRK ½VWXTERIP [I´VISRP]YWMRKXLSJXLIEVIESJXLIGLMTERHWIIEPMQMXIH½IPH
SJZMI[;LIR[IFMREX\ QMHHPITERIP [IEKEMRJSVQWYTIVTM\IPWXLEXEVIIEGL\XLIEVIESJERSRFMRRIHTM\IPERHXLYWGSPPIGXQSVI
PMKLX RSXIXLEXXLMWYWIWXLIWEQIEVIESJXLIGLMTEWE\VIWSPYXMSRMQEKI[MXLRSFMRRMRK ;IEPWSLEZIXLISTXMSRXSFMR\MI
GSQFMRITM\IPWMRXSSRIWYTIVTM\IP[MXLEREVIESJÜQ\ÜQ-RXLMWGEWI[I´VIEKEMRMQEKMRKXLIIRXMVI½IPHSJZMI[LS[IZIV
MXMWSRP]HIWGVMFIHF]\PEVKITM\IPW7TEXMEPVIWSPYXMSRLEWHIGVIEWIUYMXIEFMXFYXWMKREPMRXIRWMX]LEWMRGVIEWIHWYFWXERXMEPP]FIGEYWI
IEGLWYTIVTM\IPMWGSPPIGXMRKPMKLXJVSQEQYGLPEVKIVEVIESJXLIWEQTPI

in the media, non-selective labelling, dirt, etc.), it is

values for a horizontal line sampled across the

most easily dealt with experimentally (e.g. change

image, the signal:noise ratio increases from 2.7 (0.5

the sample preparation and/or experimental

sec exposure) to 11 (1.5 sec exposure) to 66 (5

conditions). Noise, however, is due to the collection

sec exposure). A drawback of increasing exposure

of randomly generated signal, such as electrical

time, however, is the deleterious effect of light on

noise across the detector. This is an important

the cells. While this may not always be an issue with

difference that we can use to our advantage: if

½\IH GIPP MQEKMRK EWWYQMRK TLSXSFPIEGLMRK SJ XLI

you double the camera exposure time you will

¾YSVSTLSVIMWRSXWMKRM½GERX MXMWEWIVMSYWGSRGIVR

collect approximately double the signal from your

with live cell imaging (where phototoxic effects can

sample, with only a small increase in noise for any

alter the behaviour of cells or, more often than not,

given pixel. Indeed, collecting more light by using

kill them outright).

E PSRKIV I\TSWYVI XMQI GER WMKRM½GERXP] MRGVIEWI

another property of the optical system to increase

signal:noise ratio, as demonstrated in Figure 6C. In

signal intensity without increasing exposure time.

Fortunately, we can exploit

this example, increasing exposure time from 0.05 to
1.5 to 5 seconds steadily increases the signal:noise

As we have seen, a pixel on a camera chip is a given

ratio. If we look at the minimum and maximum

size, and you can choose the area of the chip that
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you use for capturing your image. If you opt to

while minimizing light exposure, with the caveat that

use a smaller area of the chip, you can now take

pixel size will increase and spatial resolution will

advantage of the excess, unused area on the chip to

necessarily decrease.

increase signal intensity. This is done by summing
neighbouring pixels into one super pixel in a process

Figure 7C demonstrates the maximum binning

called “binning”. Importantly, the electrical/thermal

available on a 1024 x 1024 chip. When an image

noise on the chip is a constant per pixel, and thus will

size of 256 x 256 is chosen, this uses 1/16th of the

not increase upon binning (Figure 6B). As shown in

area of the chip. It is then possible to bin 2 x 2, in

Figure 6D, binning 2 x 2 (i.e. summing 4 neighbouring

which case the resultant pixel size of 0.2140 mm is

pixels) while maintaining the same exposure time

the same as that for 2 x 2 binning of a 512 x 512
WMKRM½GERXP] MRGVIEWIW XLI WMKREPRSMWI VEXMS ERH image (Figure 7B). It is also possible to bin 3 x 3
this can be further increased by binning 4 x 4 (i.e. (sum 9 neighbouring pixels with a resulting pixel size
summing 16 neighbouring pixels). The drawback is

of 0.3210mm; not shown), or to use the full area of

that although binning can dramatically increase the

the chip and bin 4 x 4, summing 16 neighbouring
WMKREPRSMWIVEXMSF]HI½RMXMSRMXEPWSMRGVIEWIWXLI pixels. This maximum binning results in an effective
effective pixel size and thereby decreases spatial pixel size of 0.4280 mm (Figure 7C). If you compare
resolution. Thus, it is more commonly employed

the resulting image to that taken at 1024 x 1024/

to increase the signal:noise ratio under conditions

FMR[MXLXLIWEQII\TSWYVIXMQIXLI½IPHSJZMI[

such as live cell imaging, in which it is important to

that has been imaged is identical; however there is

limit the amount of light the cells are exposed to.

E WMKRM½GERX MRGVIEWI MR WMKREP MRXIRWMX] ;IVI ]SY
7SQIWEGVM½GIMRWTEXMEPVIWSPYXMSRMWEGGITXEFPIMR to digitally enlarge this image, however, you would
this case, as it is the only way to keep the cells viable. quickly notice the large pixel size and low spatial
resolution, much as we did when we compared our
The concept of binning and the resultant increase

1 Mpx image to our 12 Mpx image in Figure 2.

in effective pixel size is detailed in Figure 7. When
you choose 1 x 1 binning for a digital capture device,
you are using the smallest pixel size available on

8LIXVEHISJJXVMERKPI

that chip. For example, using our 60X/NA 1.42

We have demonstrated that there is a clear trade-

objective combined with a decent quality cooled

off between signal intensity, spatial resolution

CCD camera, the smallest available pixel size is

and temporal resolution in biological imaging.

0.1070 µm. This pixel size and corresponding signal

*SV I\EQTPI MJ ]SY EVI MQEKMRK ½\IH GIPPW YRHIV

intensity remain constant no matter what area of

conditions where photobleaching or UV-induced

the chip you use for imaging: the full size of 1024

damage is not an issue, your priority may be a

x 1024 (Fig. 6A), ¼ of the size - 512 x 512 (Fig. 6B)

strong signal and high spatial resolution, shown at

or 1/16th of the size - 256 x 256 (Fig. 6C). All that

the bottom of the trade-off triangle in Figure 8.

GLERKIW MW XLI XSXEP EVIE SJ XLI ½IPH SJ ZMI[ XLEX HeLa cells stably expressing GFP-tagged PP1a were
is imaged. If we now bin 2 x 2 (i.e. combine the

imaged at various stages of cell division to map

signals collected in 4 adjoining pixels), there is a four-

subcellular localisation patterns. In this case we

fold increase in the size of each pixel (now 0.2140

have used the full size of the chip (1024 x 1024) and

ÜQF]ÜQ ;IGERRS[SRP]½X\ long exposure times to maximize spatial resolution
of these superpixels on the chip, as shown in Fig

and signal intensity. Each image is of a different cell,

7B. Importantly, the signal intensity has increased

because these conditions lead to mitotic arrest and

WMKRM½GERXP] [MXLSYX RIIHMRK XS MRGVIEWI I\TSWYVI cell death.
time. Thus, binning can increase signal:noise ratios

12
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*MKYVI8VEHISJJXVMERKPI-QEKMRKMWEXVEHISJJFIX[IIRWTEXMEPVIWSPYXMSRXIQTSVEPVIWSPYXMSRERHWMKREPMRXIRWMX]8SHIQSRWXVEXIXLMW,I0E
GIPPWI\TVIWWMRK+*4XEKKIH44a[LMGLI\LMFMXWHMWXMRGXPSGEPMWEXMSRTEXXIVRWXLVSYKLSYXQMXSWMW[IVIMQEKIHYRHIVHMJJIVIRXGSRHMXMSRW%
\[MXLRSFMRRMRKERHPSRKI\TSWYVIXMQIW&\FMR\WLSVXIVI\TSWYVIXMQIWERH>WXEGOWGSPPIGXIHIZIV]QMR'\
FMR\IZIRWLSVXIVI\TSWYVIXMQIWERH^WXEGOWGSPPIGXIHIZIV]QMR4ERIP%HIQSRWXVEXIWXLILMKLIWXWTEXMEPVIWSPYXMSRERHWMKREP
MRXIRWMX]XLEXGERFISFXEMRIHF]MQEKMRKWITEVEXIGIPPW[LIRTLSXSFPIEGLMRK9:HEQEKIJVSQTVSPSRKIHPMKLXI\TSWYVIMWRSXERMWWYI8LI
XMQIPETWIWIVMIWMR4ERIPW&ERH'WLS[LS[WTEXMEPVIWSPYXMSRQYWXFIWEGVM½GIHMRJEZSYVSJFSXLWMKREPMRXIRWMX]ERHXMQIVIWSPYXMSRMRSVHIV
XSQEMRXEMRGIPPZMEFMPMX] MRXLMWGEWIJSPPS[MRKXLIWEQIGIPPXLVSYKLSYXQMXSWMW[MXLSYXEGXMZEXMRKQMXSXMGGLIGOTSMRXWF]9:MRHYGIH(2%HEQEKI 

When the main priority is that the cell survives,

WYJ½GMIRX WTEXMEP VIWSPYXMSR [I QMKLX LEZI PIEVRIH

for example when you want to image the same

what make and model of car hit the Golf, its number

cell over time, there is a necessary compromise of

plate and various physical attributes of the driver,

signal intensity and/or spatial resolution in order to

which could prove more useful.

acquire images at an appropriate rate and maintain
the viability of the cells. Cellular events are dynamic,

With respect to cellular imaging, however, we have

and therefore it is important to image cells with

demonstrated the trade-off between time and

an appropriate time resolution to fully capture the

spatial resolution and signal intensity with two

events in which you are interested. For example,

examples. On the left-hand side of the triangle we

if a CCD camera mounted in a car park takes an

selected a 512 x 512 image (1/4 of the chip) and then

image of the car park every 5 min, you might see

binned 2 x 2 (summing 4 neighbouring pixels). We

that a white VW Golf was damaged at some point

were then able to use a shorter exposure time to

between 1:05 p.m. and 1:10 p.m., but if the incident

successfully image the same HeLa GFP-PP1a cell through

happened at 1.07 p.m. you may not know what

mitosis, from metaphase into late telophase. The

actually caused this. If our temporal resolution were

WMKREPRSMWIVEXMS[EWWYJ½GMIRXP]LMKLERH[I[IVI

better, e.g. we acquired an image every 10 seconds,

able to collect 5 z-stack images every 3 min without

we might see that another car ran into the Golf at

damaging the cell (which would have activated the

1.07 p.m. and drove off at 1.09 p.m. If we also had

mitotic checkpoint and caused cell division to arrest).
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We did lose some spatial resolution, however, as the

In summary, we have demonstrated that a

effective pixel size increased to double the minimum

QMGVSWGSTIMWVIUYMVIHXSTVSZMHIQEKRM½GEXMSR WS

pixel size of the system.

that we can see small objects), resolution (so that we

When we required higher time-resolution, i.e. 5
z-stack images every 1 min, it was necessary to
increase binning to achieve the required signal
intensity with an even shorter exposure time,
because the increased number of images taken
increased the total light to which the cell was
exposed. This is demonstrated on the right-hand
side of the triangle, where we again prioritised time
resolution by choosing a 256 x 256 image with 4
x 4 binning.

This necessarily decreased spatial

resolution even further, with an effective pixel size
four-fold greater than the minimum pixel size of the
system.

can distinguish them from each other) and contrast
(so that we can distinguish them from background
noise). Understanding these parameters and how

emc2012 Update

they interact allows us to systematically design
experiments that prioritise the most important
results we require. This may involve some degree
of compromise.

For example, when we don’t

VIUYMVI XIQTSVEP VIWSPYXMSR IK JSV ½\IH GIPP
MQEKMRK[MXLEWXEFPI¾YSVSTLSVI [IGERTVMSVMXMWI
spatial resolution and contrast. In live cell imaging
experiments, however, we may need to compromise
WTEXMEP VIWSPYXMSR MR SVHIV XS SFXEMR WYJ½GMIRX
temporal resolution.
intensity/spatial

Clever use of the signal

resolution/temporal

resolution

triangle in the design of imaging experiments can
therefore help to maximise your success.

Laura Trinkle-Mulcahy
Department of Cellular & Molecular Medicine and
Ottawa Institute of Systems Biology, University of
Ottawa, Ottawa, ON, Canada
Laura is an Assistant Professor at the University
of Ottawa in Canada, who combines live cell
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he Society is organising the 15th
European Microscopy Congress,
and it is set to be the biggest yet.
With more submitted abstracts and
more exhibitors than ever, it would
appear that the whole microscopy
community - across the Physical and
Life Sciences – is looking forward to
Manchester in September.

XLIEXVIWSZIVXLI½ZIHE]WSJXLIGSRJIVIRGI

When the deadline for submissions arrived in mid1EVGL XLI 7GMIRXM½G 3VKERMWMRK 'SQQMXXII LEH
received over 1,200 abstracts. These have now been
TVSGIWWIH XS TVSHYGI E 7GMIRXM½G 4VSKVEQQI XLEX
comprises 72 sessions that will occupy eight lecture

The Congress has built its reputation on the
Physical Sciences, but recent conferences have
included sessions on the Life Sciences. For 2012, the
conference is presenting a balanced programme.

“Some subject areas proved very popular,” said Dr
Debbie Stokes, the emc2012 Conference Chair.“And
XLI GSQQMXXIIW [IVI JEGIH [MXL XLI ZIV] HMJ½GYPX
but rewarding task of selecting those that would
be presented orally. We were looking for innovative
work that has the potential to ‘wow’ an audience,
and that will prompt questions and discussions long
EJXIVXLIWIWWMSRLEW½RMWLIH²

imaging and quantitative proteomics to map
targeted protein phosphatase activity in human
cells.
Sam Swift, s.swift@dundee.ac.uk

%GORS[PIHKQIRXW
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